USE THE MUSEUM
Participatory Memory Practices
Levels of Participation

- Contribution
- Collaboration
- Co-Creation
QUESTIONS

• Scaffolding for Participation?
• Quality of contributions?
• User-friendly design?
• Digital born objects?
• Objects – Stories?
• Representation?
• Outreach?
1. Ausgangspunkt

INTERAKTION

TEILHABE

DIGITALE

MEDIEN

PARTIZIPATION
MARIE-CURIE FELLOW

Concepts, strategies and media infrastructures for envisioning socially inclusive potential futures of European Societies through culture.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the Marie Skłodowska-Curie grant agreement No. 764859.
Old Weather

Help scientists recover Arctic and worldwide weather observations recorded in ship’s logs since the mid-19th century.

Choose a project and get started:

- **Old Weather: Whaling**: Explore the Arctic of the past from the deck of a whaling ship
- **Old Weather: Arctic**: Rediscover the historic Arctic voyages of the U.S. Navy and Coast Guard
PARTICIPATORY MEMORY PRACTICES

Opening Conference

Participatory Memory Practices
Connectivities, Empowerment, and Recognition of Cultural Heritages in Mediatized Memory Ecologies

13.-14. Dec 2018
Museum der Arbeit
Wiesendamm 3
22305 Hamburg
Germany
THANK YOU!
Franziska.Mucha@glasgow.ac.uk